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Short Description: Today, women as much 

as men may be lured by pornography. Here is 

biblical and practical counsel to help.

Pornography is a taboo topic among many 

Christians today—especially women. But 

women can and do become enslaved to it. 

Impure images, steamy novels, even 

television dramas captivate many minds and 

hearts. This booklet redefines pornography in 

biblical terms and explores its dangers, 

including those of the socially acceptable 

forms particularly alluring to women. Learn 

how the Bible exposes the heart of the 

problem and provides abundant hope for 

freedom.
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Reading Audience

 Friends of women struggling with 

personal purity

 Women struggling with personal purity

 Counselors and Christian workers

 Pastors and church ministry teams

Features and Benefits

 A pertinent subject today

 Easy to read and apply

 May be used with confidence to bring the 

gospel message clearly

 Good for use in small groups or one-to-

one counseling situations

 Endorsed by key counseling organizations

 and Christian workers
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You can trust these resources to provide 

accessible, practical, and Bible-saturated 

help with many of the most common and 

perplexing problems found in our fallen 

world.—Dr. Heath Lambert

I wholeheartedly recommend this series of 

mini-books.—Dr. Wayne Mack

The Lifeline mini-book series is an 

invaluable tool.—Dr. John Street

 ...unique combination of biblical truth 

succinctly related to specific real-life 

issues.—Dr. Bob Kellemen
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Many more mini-books in preparation. Visit 

www.lifelineminibooks.com for more details and a 

full schedule. There you may...
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